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Abstract. Foveated imaging systems applicable in various single-user
displays mimic the visual system’s image structure, where resolution de-
creases gradually away from the fovea. The main benefit is the low av-
erage image resolution while maintaining high resolution at the center of
the gaze. When the end user is a human observer, it is advantageous for
the foveation process to closely match the visual system parameters.
This work directly applies a multichannel model of the visual system to
form foveated images. A systems-engineering approach applied to the
vision model produces quantitative image spectral content across the
visual channels. Foveated images are constructed according to the con-
trast threshold and image content calculated at different eccentricities.
Also, variable-resolution feature detection �edge and bar� that corre-
sponds to early visual processing is produced, based on the available
image content across the channels. Motion between shifted foveated
images �required in applications such as image compression and motion
compensation� is estimated using either the foveated images or the de-
tected feature images. Results using several similarity metrics and im-
aging conditions show that reliable motion estimation can be achieved,
while features with nonsimilar resolutions �different scales� are
matched. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.2084667�
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1 Introduction

The spatial resolution of the human visual system is highest
at the center of the retina �fovea�, and decreases rapidly
away from it. Formation of images that resemble this spa-
tially variant property is called image foveation.1,2 In
space-variant foveating systems, the area of interest �AOI�
in the image is maintained at high resolution, while areas
away from it, where precise detail may be less critical, are
coded at lower resolution. With this image structure, the
average resolution is considerably lower than in the stan-
dard uniformly sampled high-resolution image structure.
Thus, considerable increase in compression ratio can be
achieved.1,2 The low average resolution of foveated images,
while maintaining high resolution in the AOI, motivated
research aimed at increasing the efficiency of data process-
ing for transmission and visualization. Several foveation
models and techniques have been proposed.3–7 Applications
of foveated images include robotic active-vision systems,8

video conferencing,9 and driving or flight simulations.10

Foveated imaging is most effective when the direction of
the gaze of the observer is tracked, so that the highest reso-
lution region at the display can be kept aligned with the
user’s fovea.10–12

The human vision system uses sequences of shifted reti-
nal images of the scene to derive sharp high-resolution
views of multiple areas of an image. These shifts are at-
s0091-3286/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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ained through a series of fast saccadic eye movements be-
ween AOIs. Similarly, shifted images may be produced by
maging systems such as head-mounted displays with head-
ounted cameras or with remote robot sensors. A signifi-

ant step for reducing frame-to-frame redundancies in com-
ression is an estimation of the extent of the movement
etween the images or subimages �usually termed motion
stimation�.13 Motion estimation in a foveated system has
o be performed from images with different foveal loca-
ions. Variable resolution may complicate or impede motion
stimation in such systems.

In the visual process, it was suggested that the foveated
etinal image information is employed together with extra-
etinal information �neural control signals and eye muscle
echanical sensors’ signals� to achieve perception stability

n spite of saccades.14–16 In this scheme, the image infor-
ation is used for the final fine registration of pre- and

ostsaccadic images.
Object features �contour edges or bars� are believed to

e extracted early in the visual process.17,18 Edges are im-
ge features associated with the transition from dark to
right luminance across the feature. Bars are thin bright or
ark features on a contrasting background.19 Such features
re also widely utilized in various computer applications,
ecause they provide important information about object
oundaries. They are invariant to luminance changes and
ive accurate information about the spatial location of ob-
ects, while occupying only small portions of the image

pace. �The relatively homogeneous areas of the image ob-
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Yitzhaky and Peli: Vision model-based image foveation…
jects or background occupy most of the space�. Image reg-
istration using edge features was shown to be faster in cer-
tain techniques,20 and less affected by different gray-level
characteristics of the matched images.21 Therefore, it may
be a more effective approach for motion estimation, where
computing time or resources are limited. In foveated im-
ages, however, the low resolution at the higher eccentrici-
ties may decrease the spatial accuracy of such features.

In this work, we address a few aspects of foveation and
its applications in imaging systems. We use a systems-
engineering approach22 to analyze a multichannel foveation
vision model,23–27 where a uniform high-resolution scene is
the system’s input and the foveated image is the output.
Image energy is quantitatively evaluated with regard to the
visual channels �spatial scales� and the angular distance
from the fovea �retinal eccentricity�. The quantitative re-
sults are used to implement feature extraction from space-
variant foveated images.

To examine the use of edge features in a foveated sys-
tem environment, we extend a vision-model-based feature
detection method28 to include the spatially variant resolu-
tion properties of the visual system. Variable-resolution fea-
ture detection results are then used to estimate the motion
between shifted foveated images. In this process, features
obtained at different levels of resolution are registered.

The rest of the work is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a systems-engineering analysis of the multichannel
vision model. In the first subsection, the vision model is
described, and in the second, the model is analyzed, pro-
viding a quantitative measure of the channels’ transfer of
image energies at different eccentricities. Vision-model-
based image foveation is presented in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 a
vision-model-based feature detection method is extended to
include different eccentricities with different resolution lev-
els �rather than a single resolution for the whole image�.
Section 4.1 summarizes the original feature detection
method �with space-invariant resolution�, and Sec. 4.2 pre-
sents the space-variant extension. Motion estimation from
foveated images, using image registration with several
similarity metrics, is presented in Sec. 5. Results of image
foveation, foveated feature detection, and motion estima-
tion are shown in Sec. 6. Summary and conclusions are
presented in Sec. 7.

2 Systems-Engineering Analysis of Multichannel
Vision Model

In systems engineering, the output signal of a system is
related to its input signal by the system property, usually
referred to as its transfer function. In this section, the mul-
tichannel vision model is described briefly, and then it is
analyzed with regard to the input image energy distribution
across the channels and the system model properties. The
available image energies calculated at different channels
and eccentricities are used later in the feature extraction
process �Sec. 4.2�.

2.1 Multichannel Vision Model
Empirical research of the visual system suggests a multi-
channel vision model, with the channel properties varying
as a function of their spatial location �mainly eccentricity�
with respect to the fovea,23,24 and in which several spatial

frequencies and orientationally tuned channels exist at each t
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osition in the visual field.25 The filters are about one oc-
ave wide in the spatial frequency domain, separated by one
ctave in their center frequency, and are also orientation
elective.29 The model used here was applied only to spatial
requency and not to orientation; however, it could be ex-
ended easily to orientation.28

The i’th order channel �bandpass filter� Ci �Fig. 1� ap-
lied in the frequency domain can be approximated in an
ngineering model of the system as30:

i�r� = �0.5�1 + cos�� log2r − �i�� , 2i−1 � r � 2i+1

0, elsewhere
� ,

�1�

here r is the radial spatial frequency. Other one-octave-
ide filters such as the log Gaussian31 may serve equally
ell.
Peli, Yang, and Goldstein32 developed a mathematical

odel for the variation of the contrast threshold �CT�—the
eciprocal of the contrast sensitivity function—as a func-
ion of spatial frequency and eccentricity from the fovea.
wo properties of the visual system’s response to changes

n frequency and eccentricity specify the model. The first is
he exponential rise with eccentricity of measured CTs at
ny one spatial frequency. The second, called contrast
onstancy,33 accounts for the invariance of the appearance
f �suprathreshold� objects with changes in the size of their
etinal images, which may result from changes in their dis-
ance from the eye. The inverse relation between retinal
ize and spatial frequency, while contrast constancy is
aintained, suggests that CTs vary as a product of the spa-

ig. 1 Cross sectional profiles of CTs Th�� , r� at different eccentrici-
ies, with the maximum possible observed contrasts MCi�r� that cor-
espond to the multichannel filters, MTFs Ci�r� of the visual model.
he lower dotted line is the CT at the fovea, the continuous lines are
Ts at eccentricities from 4 deg �the second lowest� to 36 deg �the
pper�, and the dashed lines are the receptive channels’ responses
ccording to Eq. �1�. The area marked by the vertical lines is the
MTFA12,2 �at eccentricity 12 deg and the channel with
cycles/deg center frequency�.
ial frequency and the eccentricity. The CT, Th, at eccen-
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Yitzhaky and Peli: Vision model-based image foveation…
tricity �, and �radial� spatial frequency r is expressed by
this model as

ln�Th��,r�� = a�r + ln�Th�0,r�� , �2�

where a is a constant and Th�0,r� is the foveal threshold at
spatial frequency r. This model was successfully fitted to
CT measurements at different frequencies as a function of
eccentricity,32 reported in various studies,34–36 and was re-
cently verified empirically.37 This model can be applied to
derive the cortical image representation obtained from dif-
ferent retinal eccentricities, given the foveal CT and the
eccentricity constant a.

2.2 System Analysis
The modulation transfer function �MTF� of an imaging sys-
tem describes the system’s amplitude response to sinusoidal
inputs at different spatial frequencies. The MTF ranges be-
tween 1 �at spatial frequencies where signal transfer is
maximum� and 0 �at frequencies with no signal transfer�.
The perceptual quality of an image transferred through an
imaging system is limited by both the MTF of the system
and the CT of the observer’s visual system.22,38 The area
enclosed by the graphs of the MTF and the CT �termed
MTFA�22 specifies the space of all contrast values at all
spatial frequencies that can be observed due to the combi-
nation �limitations� of the imaging system �MTF curve� and
the observer �CT curve�. To obtain the actual observed im-
age, the spectral distribution of the input image is multi-
plied by the system’s MTF, and the result is thresholded by
the CT. Accordingly, by considering the CTs at different
eccentricities in the multichannel vision model, we can
quantitatively calculate the possible signal contrast range

Table 1 Values of CMTFA�,i for channels and e
plied by 103.

Center frequency �cyc/deg� 0.5

Eccentricity �deg�

0 0.3012

2 0.3011

4 0.3010

8 0.3008

12 0.3005

16 0.3002

20 0.2998

24 0.2994

28 0.2989

32 0.2984

36 0.2978
that can be received by the observer through every channel b
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at a given eccentricity �, according to the area captured
etween the filter and the CT. Hence, we define a single
hannel MTFA �CMTFA� as:

MTFA�,i = �
2i−1

2i+1

�MCi�r� − Th��,r��dr,

Ci�r� � Th��,r� , �3�

here MCi�r� is the maximum possible observed contrast
t frequency r, obtained by multiplying the channel’s MTF
i�r� �that ranges between 0 to 1� by an input contrast that
quals 1 at all frequencies. Figure 1 is a 1-D graphical
epresentation of the intersection of the CTs at different
ccentricities with the multichannel visual model. The
ower dotted line is the CT at the fovea, the continuous
ines are CTs at increasing eccentricities from 4 deg �the
econd lower� to 36 deg �the upper� computed with Eq. �2�,
nd the dashed lines are the receptive channels �filters� ac-
ording to Eq. �1�. The CMTFA�,i is expressed in this fig-
re as the area captured between the maximum possible
bserved contrast MCi�r� with center frequency r=2i and
he CT of eccentricity �. For example, CMTFA12,2 is
arked in Fig. 1 by vertical lines. Table 1 shows values of
MTFA�,i for the eccentricities and channel orders shown

n Fig. 1.
The CMTFA values in Table 1 reflect known properties

f the visual system. The CMTFA should increase with the
hannel order, since the �linear� bandwidths of the channels
ncrease logarithmically as the order increases. However,
he increase of the CMTFA with the order is smaller than
he logarithmic increase of the filter size, since the CT also
ncreases with the channel order. These CMTFA values can

icities shown in Fig. 1. All the values are multi-

2 4 8 16 32

4.87 19.3 75 284 526

4.86 19.2 72 232 294

4.85 19.0 67 148 0

4.83 18.4 51 13 0

4.79 17.3 31 0 0

4.75 15.8 15 0 0

4.69 13.6 3 0 0

4.60 11.1 0 0 0

4.49 8.7 0 0 0

4.34 6.6 0 0 0

4.15 5.0 0 0 0
ccentr

1

1.217

1.216

1.215

1.212

1.210

1.206

1.202

1.197

1.191

1.183

1.174
e explained by the properties of the visual system that
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Yitzhaky and Peli: Vision model-based image foveation…
evolved in response to spatial characteristics of natural
scenes.32 Though the important and useful information in
the image is mainly represented by the boundaries of the
objects, the areas of the boundaries are obviously much
smaller than the nearly homogeneous parts in the image.
The spectra of real �natural� images are known to rapidly
decrease with regard to the spatial frequency,39 usually pro-
portional to 1/r. Thus, the boundaries are represented with
a much lower energy. Therefore, the visual system enables
wider receiving bandwidths for the higher frequency chan-
nels that process the boundary �high frequency� informa-
tion. This is particularly true at the lower eccentricities,
mainly in the fovea. At higher eccentricities �used mainly
for navigation and danger detection�, a rough knowledge of
objects’ existence �available by their lower frequencies or
just by movement� is sufficient, and therefore, no higher
frequencies image-contrast receiving capability �repre-
sented by the CMTFA values� is available there. This orga-
nization of the visual system is necessary to efficiently
manage the large amount of optical information constantly
reaching it.

The interaction of the vision model with a sample input
image is demonstrated quantitatively in Table 2. The table
presents an example of the typical image energies that
would be transmitted through each channel at different ec-
centricities. In this table, the image section �shown in Fig.
2�a�� was filtered by the visual channels of the model at
different eccentricities. It can be seen from Table 2 that
although the CMTFAs of the higher order channels are big-
ger �Table 1�, image energies that get through these chan-
nels are smaller as a result of the diminishing input image

Table 2 A typical example of image energies tha
All values are multiplied by 103. The bold nume
feature-extraction process for different eccentric
tricities and only three channels for the higher e

Center frequency �cyc/deg� 0.5

Eccentricity �deg�

0 213.0 16

2 213.0 16

4 213.0 16

8 213.0 16

12 213.0 16

16 213.0 16

20 213.0 16

24 213.0 16

28 213.0 16

32 213.0 16

36 213.0 16
energy at higher spatial frequency. v
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Vision-Model-Based Image Foveation

n the image foveation process, the observed scene is trans-
erred �bandpass filtered� through the channels, forming im-
ges at spatial scales that can be indexed according to the
rder of the channel i. Each scale i, with spatial frequency
ass band ranging from 2i−1 to 2i+1, is thresholded by the
T, Th�,i �obtained from Eq. �2��, approximated by the
alue of the CT measured at the spatial frequency r=2i:

h�,i = exp�a�2i + ln�Th0,i�� , �4�

here � is the eccentricity relative to the foveal location.
he foveated image is constructed by summing all the su-
rathresholded scales. �The threshold contrast’s index is
onverted from the cyc/deg units with which the threshold
s measured, to cyc/ image units, using the image’s angular
pan in degrees.�

Extension of a Vision-Model-Based Feature
Detection Method to Different Eccentricities

eature �edge and bar� detection is considered to be a basic
ow-level vision task. A formulation of feature detection in

foveated system environment is presented here. For this
urpose, a vision-model-based feature detection
echnique28 is extended and applied to different eccentrici-
ies. First, a brief summary of the basic underlying tech-
ique is presented, followed by the extension to spatially

through each channel at different eccentricities.
show typical sets of channels R�, used in the

ote that four channels are used for low eccen-
icities.

2 4 8 16 32

106.0 98.9 79.9 49.9 1.2

106.0 98.2 71.6 16.4 0.0

106.0 97.2 57.1 0.2 0.0

105.9 93.2 16.5 0.0 0.0

105.8 84.2 0.2 0.0 0.0

105.6 67.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

105.3 42.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

104.8 21.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

104.1 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

103.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

101.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
t pass
ral cells
ities. N
ccentr

1

7.7

7.7

7.7

7.7

7.7

7.6

7.6

7.6

7.5

7.5

7.4
ariant system.
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4.1 Vision-Model-Based Feature Detection Method
(Space Invariant)

The input image is first bandpass filtered through a multi-
scale set of visual channels according to Eq. �1�. The

Fig. 2 Original input images used in the dem
span assumed�: �a� and �b� images shifted digita
viewpoint change; �e� and �f� very noisy nonide
bandpass-filtered images �scales� are then thresholded ac- t

Optical Engineering 107004-5
ording to the foveal CT of the visual system. For each
hannel i, the threshold value Th0,i at its spatial center fre-
uency 2i is determined �from human psychophysical
oveal data�,40 and applied to the filtered image in the spa-

ion �256�256 pixels, with 4-deg visual-angle
and �d� images shifted as a result of a camera-
essel images recorded at different times.
onstrat
lly; �c�

ntical v
ial domain Si�x ,y� as follows

October 2005/Vol. 44�10�
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Yitzhaky and Peli: Vision model-based image foveation…
Ti�x,y� = �+ 1, if Si�x,y� � + Th0,i

0, if − Thi � Si�x,y� � + Th0,i,

− 1, if Si�x,y� � − Th0,i
	 �5�

producing a trilevel thresholded i’th image Ti�x ,y� for each
scale. Detection results are coarser as the channel spatial
frequency becomes lower. A trilevel image E of detected
visual features is then obtained, based on the correspon-
dence across all scales. This stage applies an all-or-none
decision, carried out using the visual information derived in
the previous stage.

E�x,y� = �+ 1, if Ti�x,y� = + 1, ∀ i � R

0, otherwise

− 1, if Ti�x,y� = − 1, ∀ i � R
	 , �6�

where R is the set of channels used �usually the four high-
est channels�. The resulting detection differs from conven-
tional feature �edge� detection techniques in that the edge
features are represented in pixel pairs, with a black pixel
located on the darker side of the edge and a white pixel
located on its brighter side. Bar features are represented by
single pixels of the correct polarity.

4.2 Extension to Different Eccentricities
When processing visual information within a wide visual
field, the space variance characteristics should be taken into
account. The feature detection technique employs several
filters that correspond to different visual channels. For each
eccentricity, only channels that transfer significant signal
quantities should be employed in the feature detection pro-
cess. Channels with zero output in Table 2 obviously can-
not be used for the feature detection task. The minimal
energy value that allows the use of a channel can be found
experimentally. Since higher orders provide the finer de-
tails, it is preferable to use the highest order channels as
possible, limited by the requirement for significant intensity
transfer by the channel. Lower orders are required mostly
to reduce the noisiness of the highest order information and
contribute minimally to feature detection. The resulting fea-
ture detection at eccentricity � �modified Eq. �6�� becomes:

E��x,y� = �+ 1, if T�,i�x,y� = + 1, ∀ i � R�

0, otherwise

− 1, if T�,i�x,y� = − 1, ∀ i � R�
	 , �7�

where the set of channels used, R�, is determined accord-
ing to the signal quantities transferred by them, as shown
for example in Table 2. The number of channels in the
fovea that we included in R was four.23,28 This number may
be reduced with increases in eccentricity, because fewer
active channels are available there �Table 2� and the low
frequency channels have a limited role in feature detection.

5 Motion Estimation from Foveated Images
Motion �displacement� between foveated images with dif-
ferent AOIs �foveal locations� is estimated here by both

block-matching and phase-correlation image registration i

Optical Engineering 107004-6
echniques. Registration is applied and compared using two
ypes of visual information: foveated images directly, and
oveated feature-detected images.

.1 Digital Image Registration
o put the visual-information-based registration performed
ere in a conventional context of image registration, we
riefly review the registration process, using four basic
omponents41: the feature space is the information from the
mages used to perform the matching between the images
for example, the pixels grayscale values, the feature loca-
ions�; the search space is the set of potential transforma-
ions that establish the correspondence between the images
for example, shift, rotation, rescaling�; the search strategy
ecides how one chooses the next step �for example, or-
erly raster, random selection�; and the similarity metric
etermines the match measure between one image and the
ther image �for example, absolute differences, correlation,
ean squares�. In this work, visual information �either a

rayscale image or features detected in this image� is used
s a feature space, and the search space is all the possible
hifts between the images within an assumed maximum
isplacement. For the purpose of motion estimation from
oveated images, we examine phase-correlation42 and
lock-matching registration techniques. In block matching,
he sum of absolute values of differences �SAVD�43 and the

ean-square error �MSE� are used as metrics. The diffi-
ulty in registration results from the fact that the displaced
mages have space-variant �retinal-like� resolution with dif-
erent foveal locations, which means that the matched ob-
ects are not identical �different levels of blurriness�.

Phase correlation makes use of the shift property of the
ourier transform, in which a shift in the spatial domain
auses a phase shift in the frequency domain. Given two
isplaced �originally identical� images,

fa�m,n� = fb�m − mo,n − no� , �8�

heir corresponding Fourier transforms will be related by

a�wm,wn� = Fb�wm,wn�exp − j�wmmo + wnno� . �9�

he inverse Fourier transform of the normalized cross-
ower spectrum of the two images will be:

C�m,n� = J−1
 Fa�wm,wn� · Fb�wm,wn�*

�Fa�wm,wn� · Fb�wm,wn��� , �10�

here Fa and Fb are the Fourier transforms of the displaced
mages, � denotes the complex conjugate, and J−1 symbol-
zes the inverse Fourier transform. The numerator in the
rackets is the Fourier transform of the cross correlation.
he denominator in the brackets performs as a whitening

normally high-pass� filter. Ideally, the resulting PC�m ,n�
s a delta function located at the displacement �mo ,no�.
owever, in the case of displaced foveated images, Eq. �8�

s not accurate, because displaced features have different
esolution �different blurriness� as a result of the change of
he foveal location �the AOI�.

In the block-matching registration process, a subsection
template� in one image is compared to shifted subsections
ith the same size throughout a search area in the second
mage, according to the similarity measure. The shift that

October 2005/Vol. 44�10�
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Yitzhaky and Peli: Vision model-based image foveation…
gives the best match is the registration result. Enabling
search movements in all directions, the normalized SAVD
between a template A of size J�K and a shifted subsection
B of the same size in the second image is43:

SAVD�m,n�

=
1

J · K


j=−J/2

J/2−1


k=−K/2

K/2−1

��Ajk − Ājk� − �Bj−m,k−n − B̄j−m,k−n�� ,

�11�

where m and n are the horizontal and vertical shifts in the

search areas, and Ājk and B̄j−m,k−n are the averages of the
gray levels around Ajk and Bj−m,k−n, respectively. The sub-
traction of the averages normalizes the subsections to have
zero average, and improves the reliability of the registra-
tion, since it decreases the effect of different average lumi-
nance levels between the images.43 The registration point is
at the values of m and n, where the SAVD has a minimum
value.

The normalized MSE metric is defined as:

MSE�m,n�

=
1

J · K


j=−J/2

J/2−1


k=−K/2

K/2−1

��Ajk − Ājk� − �Bj−m,k−n − B̄j−m,k−n��2.

�12�

To reduce the computation load, such metrics can be imple-
mented with a threshold.43 In this case, the accumulation
process in Eqs. �11� and �12� is stopped when the error
obtained by the subtraction exceeds a threshold level, re-
ducing the tests for many possible registration points �m ,n�
with high error levels. Features matching may be particu-
larly useful in the context of such thresholded applications
of the similarity measure.

6 Results
Examples of the results are presented here for image fove-
ation �described in Sec. 3�, feature detection in foveated
images �described in Sec. 4�, and estimation of motion be-
tween foveated images �described in Sec. 5�. In the first
example �digital shift�, images with added noise were arbi-
trarily shifted apart to demonstrate results with accurately
known ground truth. To examine a more realistic case
where images are not shifted by an integer number of pix-
els, in the second example �real shift� images are shifted
apart as a result of two different viewpoints of a digital
camera. The input images used in the examples are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The third example uses noisy retinal-vessel
image frames taken from the same video sequence, ob-
tained with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope. In this case,
the displaced input images �due to the natural movement of
the recorded eye� are also spatially distorted, one with re-
spect to the other, due to the system’s optics, as can be
observed in Figs. 2�e� and 2�f� For comparison purposes,
all metrics were applied to all the cases. The result of the
phase correlation technique is shown in the first example.
Block-matching results are shown in the second and third

examples, with MSE and SAVD metrics, respectively. u
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.1 Digital Simulated Image-Shift Example

wo input images shifted horizontally and vertically
−50,−60� pixels apart, as shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�,
ith added noise forming 10-dB SNR, were foveated as
escribed in Sec. 3, at an arbitrary AOI �120, 120� in both
mages. The shifted foveated images are presented in Figs.
�a� and 3�c�. Space-variable �foveated� feature detection
as performed for each shifted image according to Sec. 4.
hannel sets R� for different eccentricities used in the fea-

ure detection procedure �Eq. �7�� were selected, as shown
n Table 2. �The channels used for each eccentricity are
arked by bold numerals.� The feature detection results are

hown in Figs. 3�b� and 3�d�. It can be seen that detected
eatures become coarser as eccentricity increases and the
oveated image resolution decreases. The result of frame-
o-frame motion estimation, extracted by registration of the
hifted foveated images, is shown in Fig. 3�e�. Motion es-
imation from the feature-detected images is shown in Fig.
�f�. In both cases, the phase-correlation technique was ap-
lied. Both the grayscale and the feature images resulted in
he identical and correct registration at the same shift of �
50,−60�. The same motion displacement was also found
ith the two other metrics. Experiments have been done
ith 22 different images, and high noise levels added to
oth the original input and the foveated images, producing
−�10-dB SNR and higher. Accurate registration was ob-
ained for noise levels producing 0-dB SNR and higher,
ith both phase-correlation and block-matching techniques.

.2 Real Shift Example

his example �with the shifted images shown in Figs. 2�c�
nd 2�d� as input� is presented in Fig. 4. In this more real-
stic case, the shift between the images was created by
hanging the viewpoint of the digital camera that acquired
he images. This results in a shift that is not necessarily an
nteger number of pixels, and in two images that have
lightly different content in addition to the shift, due to
oise and different integration across the pixels of the sen-
or. Image foveation, feature detection, and motion estima-
ion were implemented in a manner similar to the previous
xample, and are presented in Fig. 4 �the channels used
ere also similar�. The registration maps in Figs. 4�e� and
�f� are the normalized MSEs �Eq. �12�� at every shift dis-
ance within a 100�100 pixel search area that is the as-
umed maximum possible displacement between the im-
ges �±50 pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions�.
n this case, a darker pixel represents better similarity be-
ween the matched regions. Both registration maps show a
inimum at a �22, 0� pixel shift. The identified shift was

erified by visually comparing magnified object locations
edges, corners� in the manually shifted input images. The
egistration map of the edge-detected features has a signifi-
antly sharper peak at the registration point, but it is less
mooth than the registration map based on the intensity
mages. This sharpness property of the registration point
elative to its surrounding is expected when thin features
uch as object contours are used as a feature space. The
ipolar nature of the visual-model-based detected features

sed here can further increase the relative sharpness of the

October 2005/Vol. 44�10�
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registration point. This means that when features are used,
the errors away from the true registration point �represented
by the brightness of the pixels around the point� are bigger
on average. This can reduce the computation load when a

Fig. 3 Results for the digitally shifted images o
�120, 120� and shifted �−50,−60� pixels apart;
images of �a� and �c�, respectively; �e� and �f� the
images and features, respectively. The correct s
map.
threshold is used �as described at the end of Sec. 5�, be- c
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ause these points can reach the threshold and be dropped
aster. The same displacement results were produced by the
wo other metrics. Here too, the registration carried out
ith the feature maps provides a sharper peak than that

2�a� and 2�b�: �a� and �c� images foveated at
�d� feature detection results for the foveated
correlation results produced from the foveated
entified by the highest �brightest� point in each
f Figs.
�b� and
phase

hift is id
arried out with the grayscale images.
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6.3 Extremely Noisy and Nonidentical Image
Example

In this case, presented in Fig. 5, retinal images taken by a
scanning laser ophthalmoscope �shown in Figs. 2�e� and

Fig. 4 �a�, �b�, �c�, and �d� are the same as in Fi
viewpoint; �e� and �f� are the MSE maps produ
tively. The correct shift is identified by the lowe
identified from both maps was verified by manu
images.
2�f�� were used. The images are very noisy and the objects T
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n the images are not identical and have different
rightness.

The foveated images are shown in Figs. 5�a� and 5�c�,
nd the foveated features are shown in Figs. 5�b� and 5�d�.

t for images shifted by a change of the camera
m the foveated images and features, respec-
est� point in each map. The shift of �22, 0� as

mparing magnified object locations in the input
g. 3, bu
ced fro
st �dark
ally co
he SAVD metric identified a displacement of �27, 6� pix-
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els between the images when the foveated images were
used in the registration process �Fig. 5�e��, and �29, 6� pix-
els when the features were used �Fig. 5�f��. The MSE met-
ric identified a displacement of �26, 6� pixels when the
foveated images were used, and �29, 6� pixels when the
features were used. Manual comparison using magnified
salient locations was not easy to accomplish because of the
noise, nevertheless it was judged that the correct displace-
ment was about �29, 6� pixels. Since the manual registra-
tion also used the features only, it tends to agree with the
feature registration, but this is probably more accurate than
using the overall gray level on the fairly uniform but noisy
retinal background.

7 Summary and Conclusions
This work presents a vision-model-based method to image
foveation and feature detection in foveated images. Fove-
ated images are created using the visual system’s CT, which
varies with eccentricity and the spatial frequency of the
visual channels. A systems-engineering approach is em-

Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 4, but for the noisy nonidentical vessel images.
The identified shifts according to the SAVD registration maps �e and
f� were �27, 6� pixels and �29, 6�, respectively. A �29, 6� pixels shift
was estimated manually.
ployed as a general tool to quantitatively analyze the mul-

Optical Engineering 107004-1
ichannel vision model. A new notion—the channel modu-
ation transfer function area �CMTFA�—that evaluates the
bility of a single visual channel to transfer image contrast
s defined, and image content transferred at each channel is
roduced. This information is applied to select which set of
hannels could be used in a feature-detection procedure ex-
ended for implementation in a foveated system. With the
ystems-engineering approach, incorporation of another
ystem or component �between the scene and the observer�
imply involves multiplying the additional system’s MTF
y the existing system response �Ci�r� of the visual sys-
em�. This would change the quantities shown in Tables 1
nd 2. If, for example, the quantities in Table 2 are reduced
t the higher channels �which is the expected effect of any
eal imaging system, where the MTF decreases at higher
requencies�, the foveated image will be blurrier and the
hannels selected for the feature-detection process may
hange.

Estimation of the motion displacement between foveated
mages is performed by image registration, using the
hifted foveated images and the shifted detected-feature
aps. The methodology developed here corresponds di-

ectly to visual processing according to contemporary vi-
ion models. The high efficiency of the visual process, and
ts compatibility to the human eye that may be the end user
f the foveated images, argues for using such vision-based
maging systems. Registration techniques examined for
otion estimation include phase correlation and block
atching �with MSE and SAVD metrics�, and usually gave

imilar results. Accurate results are obtained for high levels
f added noise �down to 0-dB SNR�, in spite of the change
f feature resolution that results from the change of the AOI
foveal location�. When comparing motion estimation re-
ults obtained with detected edge features versus foveated
mages, we can see that when features are used, the identi-
ed displacement point is more distinct from its surround-

ngs, which may result in lower computational loads. The
se of detected features produces slightly better results in
ases where the displaced images are taken at different con-
itions �e.g., point of view and lighting�, and in high noise
onditions. Noisy homogeneous areas in the image, which
ay have damaging contributions in the registration pro-

ess, are removed during feature detection, which preserves
ocations of brightness transitions.
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